MULTI-LANE WIDTH "SCHOOL"

SCHOOL

1.25' MIN. TO 3.0' MAX.
CENTER TEXT IN LANE

24" WHITE TRANSVERSE BAND

LETTER HEIGHT = 10" MIN.
LETTER WIDTH = 30" MIN.
SPACING = 10" MIN./30" MAX. (USE EQUAL SPACING BETWEEN LETTERS)
NOTE: THE TWO-LANE PAVEMENT MARKING DIMENSIONS OF "SCHOOL" SHOWN IN
PART 7 OF THE MIXED MAY ALSO BE USED.

SINGLE LANE WIDTH "SCHOOL"

SCHOOL

0.75' MIN. TO 1.25' MAX.
CENTER TEXT IN LANE

24" WHITE TRANSVERSE BAND

LETTER HEIGHT = 8"-4"
LETTER WIDTH = 8" MIN./18" MAX. (USE EQUAL SPACING BETWEEN LETTERS)

RAILROAD RXR SYMBOL

R

24" WHITE TRANSVERSE BAND

GENERAL NOTES:

1. THE SCHOOL PAVEMENT MARKING CONSISTS OF SIX (8) CHARACTERS. THE
TWO (2) 24" TRANSVERSE BANDS WILL BE PAID FOR UNDER A SEPARATE
PAVEMENT MARKING GUIDANCE.
2. PAVEMENT MARKING IN ADVANCE OF A HIGHWAY-RAIL CROSSING SHALL CONSIST
OF TWO (2) CHARACTERS AND TWO (2) 24" LINES (COMBINING AN 18"
WHITE AND A 6"
WHITE) WHICH ARE
PAID FOR UNDER TWO SEPARATE PAY ITEMS. THE TWO (2) 24" TRANSVERSE
BANDS WILL BE PAID FOR UNDER A SEPARATE PAY ITEM. REFER TO HIGHWAY
STANDARD DRAWING 1205.10 FOR ADDITIONAL PAVEMENT MARKING GUIDANCE.